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Guy Lombardo Will Play Tonight, Tomorrow; Gardner, Trio, Twin Pianos To Be Featured

Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians will bring "the sweetest music this side of Heaven" to the campus for the first time tonight, from 8:30 p.m. until midnight. All women students will receive automatic 1 a.m. permission both of these nights.

Featured in the band are Lombardo's brothers, Carmen, Lelbert, and Guy Lombardo as flutist. Lebert is a saxophone and clarinet player and Flannigan, guitarist; Cliff Grass, the Lombardo twin pianos.

"Lombardo's name has become so familiar to millions that the formula has been to emphasize simplicity and melody. As a result, Lombardo's music is simple in an ear- catching, yet sophisticated way. Lombardo's name has become so familiar to millions that the formula has been to emphasize simplicity and melody. As a result, Lombardo's music is simple in an ear- catching, yet sophisticated way.

It is this philosophy—give the public what it wants—that is responsible for Lombardo's continued popularity.

Lombardo bought up every symphonic approach to popular music formula has been to emphasize simplicity and melody. As a result, Lombardo's name has become so familiar to millions that the formula has been to emphasize simplicity and melody. As a result, Lombardo's music is simple in an ear- catching, yet sophisticated way.

The Lombardo name has become so familiar to millions that the formula has been to emphasize simplicity and melody. As a result, Lombardo's music is simple in an ear- catching, yet sophisticated way.

thought to be the best of this year's shows, the band has a real polish that is not found in the average dance band. The leader, Mr. Lombardo, is an expert in the field of popular music and has developed a style that is highly appreciated by his listeners.

The band features Carmen Lombardo as flutist, Lelbert Lombardo as saxophone and clarinet player, and Flannigan, guitarist; Cliff Grass, twin pianos.
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Editorially Speaking

Tomorrow's Assurance

"Progress is the activity of today and the assurance of tomorrow."

Thursday is the opening day of the University Union. It is an event that cannot be hotly disputed with genuine attachment within every member of the University family, but the opening is not merely an event that will be remembered just for the day three opening; the remainder of the present academic year, and for the next several years.

Rather, it is an event that will long be remembered, not for the actual opening itself, but for the insight, dedication and hard work that made a nebulous dream a tangible reality.

In this respect, as the University expands forward both academically and physically so too will the enrollment in-41. Our problems or serve as a panacea. It still remains for each of us to realize that the Union itself will hold interviews from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The following companies have been activated with the opening of the Union at 7 p.m. Sunday. The balcony of the Grand Ballroom to be given will be free, but a special ticket must be purchased before the hour of performance. Students Day." Highlight of Sunday's events will beactivated with the opening of the University Union and Shatiel Hall. They will be placed between Prout Chapel and Johnsc-teacher placements.

Weather Forecast

Ohio will be mostly cloudy today with scattered light rain today and high west partiness. temperate and cloudy mainly high clouds. There is a little knot over the weekend. High temperatures will range from 90 to 95 in the North to the low 70s in the South. Low temperatures will range from 60 to 65.

WASHINGTO—High administrative officials said Thursday that the key issue in the Franco-Tunisian crisis remains related problems.

The Red was taken alive after he fatally wounded the radioman of the United States—a retired member of the University of the South Korean Air Force plane and seriously wounded its pilot.
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Falcon Nine Season Against Miami Today

Cindermen Eye Victory first meet of the season tonight.
against the toughest competition will score consistently all season
Over 'Skins Tomorrow Mid-American track title, the Fal-
will produce many points on the sons end. Likewise, the shot put
push the bar higher by the sea-
Jump event for the Falcons. Bob broad jumper, Icaus the broad
MAC opponents. Tom Myers shows the rumored weakness of the other figures to do well in the 440 yd.
Scott, and Tom Myers, all who have consistently smashed two mi-
Morrill and Karl Koepfer were

Two Sophomores Are Recognized As MVP's

By Crappers, Grapplers Sophomores and juniors walked off with most of the awards at the annual winter sports banquet which was held March 26 in the Shatner Hall dining room. The ban-
guest, given by President Ralph W. McDowell honored the mem-
the swimming, wrestling and basketball teams.
Coach Ross Belliard opened the series of team introductions by introducing the track and field vari-
swimming teams. Seniors Bob Wilcox and John Price were named honorary co-captains of the team. They were
accepted by the members of the team.
he Falcon trackmen and Dink received the most valuable wreator award.
80's and 100's and was also one of the best centerfielders in the league.

Netters Win Two On Spring Trip

Bowling Green's tennis team

Dave Gagnon, a transfer stu-
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The floor are slate, a continuation of the slate in the outer lobby. Walls here are covered in white Vermont marble. The floor is paved with random square and rectangular stone of Vermont slate in various colors.

MAIN ENTRANCE
The building face on the main entrance, you will notice, with the main entrance at the center and approach from the University Place. Floors are aluminized glass, debris, flanked on either side by large glass doors with doors. The floor is covered with a hard, smooth surface, with no skid hazard. The doors frame, finished with an aluminum, face to a spacious lobby twenty feet deep and twenty feet wide. Walls here are covered with large squares of white Vermont marble. The door is paved with random square and rectangular stone of Vermont slate in various colors.

MAIN LOBBY
A second set of glass doors open onto the main lobby, which is 28 feet wide and 50 feet long. The floors are slate, a continuation of the slate in the outer lobby. East walls are covered with white Vermont marble, west walls are covered with random squares of white Vermont marble. The floor is paved with random square and rectangular stone of Vermont slate in various colors.

ACROSS THE LOBBY
Across the lobby is a long blue and turquoise. Columns are faced in a combination of banquet 2nd Banquet type furniture upholstered in gray and turquoise. The columns are covered with metallic gold cloth, and turquoise. East and west walls are of walnut with either antelope or walnut with either antelope or turquoise. The rooms are named and decorated in memory of such common in Ohio, typically supplied with superb decoration and furnishings.

INFORMATION
At the Information Desk in the main lobby, visitors can purchase tobacco, Candy, gum, magazines, and newspapers, and tickets to see the reservation office in the main lobby. The floor is paved with random square and rectangular stone of Vermont slate in various colors.

CARDINAL ROOM
An informal reception lounge measuring 11 by 10 feet is on an area of the main lobby on your right. It is named the Cardinal Room (for the State bird Ohio). The room is paneled in walnut and has been carpeting throughout the entire room, and is equipped with telephone outlets. The room is divided into two smaller dining rooms by sliding glass panels. A rock pheasant in the room is a symbol of the University; it is a place for hanging paintings and other decorative items.

CAFE PARLORS
The Pheasant Room is a faculty lounge, and is equipped with telephone outlets. The room is divided into two smaller dining rooms by sliding glass panels. A rock pheasant in the room is a symbol of the University; it is a place for hanging paintings and other decorative items.
Official Welcome
University Union—the same
implies exactly what this magni-
ificent building, a fellowship cen-
ter, a home for student life, is to
society. We shall become accustom-
ized to hearing and saying. "I'll sec
you there." The Union is the
neste university
planned and fi-
nished building, a fellowship center,
replete with beauty and good taste.
There arc some aspects that are more or less common
in the University Union. Most certainly you will
find the building warm and inviting. This did not just happen.
Excellence is not left to chance.
The Union will also be an edu-
cational center for many local
organizations, including the Ohio
and the nation will be stren-
ghthened through the many
constructive meetings and con-
tentions in a num-
bers of large de-
frared Ohio Teachers Association,
Foreign Wars, Phi Beta Kappa,
Loyal Order of Moose, the Amer-
ican Bar Associations, the
Company Bar Associations, the
and the services of the Union. Yon
are invited to enjoy the beauty
within the next few months
from throughout the United
ed, and as other purposes
gether in this planning and build-
ights. At Fort Bragg, one of the lar-
gest numbers using the facili-
ties, the operation of the
many committee meetings and con-
tentions, the attendance at the
academic convocation which will be
radio broadcast of music from records,
other than this, the Union
will have a much more serious pur-
pose than this, the Union
s the buildings. This is to
be a community center, a
acter of large de-
them. Air is circulated through
controls. Air is circulated through
mon-colored quarry tile; walls are
incorporated in this same general
building. You sec examples in
the use of flamingo red on var-
ious doors and partitions, bright
ceramic tile, decorative patterns
in opalescent tile, and gay
blue in the Palermo Court and
other informal areas. Harmsworth
fabric and fixtures, and design
are combined to produce an inte-
rior that is both beautiful and good
taste. The building is of structural
steel construction and is fireproof.
There are some aspects that are more or less common
in the United States. Power Squad-
chairman of the educational ad-
visory committee at Fort Bragg.
Mr. Knapp was graduated from
Syracuse University in 1920, with
an A.B. degree in political science.
He served as the general counsel and vice-president for public
relations of the United States
Power Squadrons of Syracuse in
1928-29, and then as chairman of
the U.S. Power Squadron of the
Ohio Bar Association, a position
which he held in addition to
subsequent affiliations with the
Ohio Bar Association and the
General Paley Association of Ohio.
For his work in connection with
the Union, Mr. Knapp was presented
with the honor of being a Found-
ning Member of the Club at the
annual meeting of the New York
Citic Club on December 7th.
Mr. Knapp is a member of the
South Carolina Bar Association,
American Bar Association, the
Ohio Bar Association, the En-
terPRISE, Inc., a group of New
York City lawyers interested in
winning for the United States
Power Squadrons of Syracuse in
1928-29, and then as chairman of
the U.S. Power Squadron of the
Ohio Bar Association, a position
which he held in addition to
subsequent affiliations with the
Ohio Bar Association and the
General Paley Association of Ohio.
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Dogwood, Buckeye, Carnation, Cardinal, Pheasant,

LARGE PLATE-GLASS WINDOWS which look out on the University Field is just one of the many attractions of the new Falcone Room. The floor is finished in a combination of marquetry and tile seating in a medley of colors, including blues, white, and terracotta. Chairs are bound in hand-made plaid slip in covers, white, maroon, blue and yellow. Doors and woodwork in the elevator and snack bar is bound in white and walnut tanneum.

"WAITING MADE PLEASANT" could describe the Cardinal Room, an informal recreation lounge of the main lobby of the Union. Panelled in walnut, with a mural of the state bird of Ohio, the room is designed to provide a comfortable place for persons to wait for friends to arrive for dinner, a meeting, or a conference.

A PLATE-GLASS WALL separates the second floor stair landing from the Promenade Lounge. Divided into four groups of marquetry furniture, entertainment in gray and pink-striped colored leather and Naugahyde, the lounge is designed for conversation, reading, relaxation, and waiting with friends.

"GOODS FOR CASUAL READING" and a high-fidelity record player containing 200 selections of the world's greatest music are just two of the features to be found in the Browsing Room. Here, students may read for pleasure and enjoyment, as opposed to studying assignments in the Library.

"Congratulations Bowling Green State University . . .

We know you are proud of the finest University Union in the State of Ohio—we too, are very proud! Naturally you wanted the finest in custom designed carpeting and we at Byers Floor Covering Company are proud indeed to have been selected for this important task—nearly 3,000 yards of carefully selected wool carpeting from the "Looms of Mohawk" add to the beauty and grace of this fine building.

Headquarters for the finest in Carpeting and Custom-made draperies.

Personalized and Commercial Interior Decorating.

Pictured above are a few of the typical installations.
Historical Rooms Emphasize Union's Ohio Theme

FOUR MATCHED OAK DOORS mark the entrance to the Great Hall. Its hardwood maple floor contains more than a third of an acre of space opened up with a column. The hall will comfortably accommodate 1,500 denizens at one time, 1,000 for a lecture or concert, and will seat 500 for a lecture or concert. From the hall's light control panel located behind a window in the stage room an almost unlimited number of lighting combinations can be obtained, varying from the standard sky effect to daytime brightness. Besides white light, eight rotating color wheels in the ceiling can provide a constantly changing pattern of lights.

ANOTHER RECREATION, BILLIARDS, can be enjoyed in the Buckeye Room. Here, true tables, billiards, and pool are provided for players, and spectators can be drawn closer to one side of the room. This view from the north end of the room shows the buckeye mural, from which the room gets its name.

MUSIC EVERY EVENING will be one of the many features of the Carousel Room, named for the state flower of Ohio. The room will be open every evening with a jamboree providing music on the weekends. Recorded music will be provided for dancing on other nights except Sunday when a buffet will be set up at the center of the room for supper between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. At this time music will be played on a Baldwin organ.

“IT'S A STRIKE!” will soon echo through the Buckeye Room's eight macadam bowling lanes. The lanes are equipped with fully automatic AMF pin-spotters, making the room Bowling Green's most modern. Spectators will enjoy comfortable seats here, and some waiting for a turn can get their hair cut in the barbershop which is in the area of the Buckeye Room.

CHEERFUL AND COLORFUL describe the Alcove Porch Residence Hall Dining Room. A private glass-walled passageway from the Residence Hall allows the residents to enter the Union for their meals. Table have one in painted columns and the pleasant atmosphere is completed with the use of colorful wallpaper siblings of bronze and bronze on the east and west walls.

The Historical Meeting Rooms, named in memory of Gen. Anthony Wayne, Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry, Lt. Col. George Croghan and Gen. William Henry Harrison, are utilized to render historic services to Ohio and U.S. History. These murals are located on the third floor of the Union. The photorealist above, based on the east wall of the Wayno Room, depicts the landing of the Treaty of Greenville on August 3, 1795. The mural above the wartime colors of bronze and bronze on the east and west walls.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS DESCRIBE the Allen Kent Residence Hall Lecture Room. A private glass-walled passageway from the Residence Hall allows the residents to enter the Union for their meals. Table have one in painted columns and the pleasant atmosphere is completed with the use of colorful wallpaper siblings of bronze and bronze on the east and west walls.

Congratulations on the opening of the University Union from segalls

We are happy to have been Suppliers of...
Dining Room and Lounge Chairs
Aluminum Auditorium Chairs
Steel Filing Equipment
In the University Union

Republican Press
134 East Wooster Street - Phone 5721
Bowling Green, Ohio
Many Facilities Fill Multitude Of Campus Needs

(Continued from page 4) ascribed to the various assignments in the Library, and may listen to the world’s greatest music on player

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4...

Continued on page 8...

Acoustic from Nw Musk Building...